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From the President - Michael Forrest, Photos: Brian Niven
What a great success the
club's 80th celebrations
turned out to be.
The
weather was kind to us, at
least on the first day. Brian
Niven had spent the Friday
afternoon setting up an attractive and fascinating photographic display in the hall
showing the history of OMES,
with many photo-albums
available for perusal as well.
Good running was had in the
afternoon by all groups, including the tethered cars,
and night-time boating on
the pond. Colin Downing and
Colin Winter, with their wives
Jillian and Judy, made a lovely
job of arranging the hall to
seat everyone for Saturday
lunch, and later making it a
really attractive venue for the
anniversary dinner (attended
by sixty people), with heavy
cloths on the tables and even
floral posies. The catering by
the Home of St Barnabas was

up to its usual excellent standard. Following dinner the
yummy cake was officially cut
by the oldest and youngest
people present (Des Burrow
and Marcello Milne – a 75year age-gap), then electrically sawn by Jillian into generous helpings.
Cutting the cake - Des Burrow &
Marcello

Second cake cutting for distribution
to the masses
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Various Members spoke of their enjoyment of the club over the
years or recounted amusing anecdotes. Then I had the pleasure of
presenting Mike Harrison and Colin Downing with their 50-years-ofMembership badges. Sunday's barbecue lunch, cooked in the electric-loco shed, was also excellent – I wasn't the only one commenting that we don't usually have such a big lunch. The atmosphere
throughout was most cordial. A great debt of gratitude is due to
Colin Downing as instigator and prime mover of the event, to the
Boiler Records
Geoff French
Otago Vintage Car Club for the loan of so much equipment for the
454 2171
occasion, and to everyone who helped in any
Mike Harrison, with BSC Steelworks Loco
way, even if only by participating. Thank you,
one and all!

Some of the tables at the dinner

Alan Stevens, Bevan Robertson & Terry
Smith

The new door-closers have been fitted to the
2 front doors and the one leading down to
the electric-loco shed, and the improvement
is quite noticeable. More useful concrete has
been laid, this time at the getting-off area by
the station.
The next General Meeting (on Monday 9th
May) will feature a discussion, facilitated by
Stuart Reid, on the advantages and pitfalls of
online shopping – where (not) to go, what's
available and where, the best way of getting
it into the country and so on. Come and
share your experience and benefit from others' knowledge. And wouldn't it be nice to
have some Bits on the Table to round off the
evening?
Colin Downing, Des Burrow & Mike Harrison

The line up for dinner
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Editor’s Desk - Lachlan Clark
Well it is another packed edition of Conrod
this month. As the days get shorter and it
gets colder outside it seems many members
are turning to the winter projects once
again. Many of you will be aware that Conrod is distributed internationally and this
has the advantage of giving us a network of
international correspondents a couple of
whom have contributed this month. I do
not think many other clubs can boast that!
Thank you to all who have contributed this
month particularly with photos from the
80th.

Editors Desk

The big news from the last month is our
celebration of 80 years of making, designing, experimenting, engineering, and modelling in Otago. 80 years is a remarkable
achievement for any organisation, let alone
one which is driven purely by the donation

of members time, effort, blood, sweet, and
tears. From humble beginnings, with meetings being held in members homes and in
borrowed shop spaces, to the facilities we
have now; we have certainly come a long
way. This being said the values and goals of
the founding members still remain and hold
true, that is, working together to encourage
and facilitate the hobby of model engineering.
As we have proved over the last 80 years
the definition of model engineering is vast,
encompassing the smallest gear to the largest most intricate model, and everything in
between. We, as a club, have certainly covered our fair share of the hobby. It never
ceases to amaze me what members produce, often with limited resources, out of
their workshops.

A happy (but cool) crew on Sunday behind Bjax. Photo: Brian Niven
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What has allowed us to remain relevant
over the last 80 years is our understanding
that model engineering is more than just
physical bits of metal, plastic, and wood, but
includes the sharing of knowledge, skills,
and companionship. For me, my first visit to
OMES was when I was a matter of a few
months old and over the last 23 years I can
safely say that the members at Otago Model
Engineering have shaped and encouraged
my interests in the hobby and helped me
develop skills I would not otherwise have
had if I had taken up the Play Station or Xbox.

From learning to use an angle grinder during
Saturday working bees to finding out the
inner workings of local politics during lunch
at Thursday Toilers I have taken a lot from
my time with OMES. The fantastic thing
about clubs like ours is that no matter your
background or experience, there is always
something new to learn and a willing member to guide you in the right direction. Long
may this continue into the future!
Here is to the next 80 years!

Bob Bell watches as Russell pulls out of the station with his recently completed Jubilee in late 1999 with Mitchell and Lachlan as passengers, Photo: Dianne Clark

Editors Desk

Kapiti Night Run
Kapiti Model Engineering Society is situated in
a busy park on the beach front at Raumati,
just north of Wellington. The club runs every
Sunday with the highlight of their running calendar being the twice annual Twilight runs.
On the 9th of April I travelled to Kapiti for The line up at the start of the night.
their Autumn event. The weather couldn’t Photo: Lachlan Clark
have been better with a clear warm evening.
The track is around 850 metres long and consists of two loops. The top loop runs 5” and
7.25” gauge with the lower loop being reserved for 7.25”. This lower loop has been
extended in the past few years, with the track
now extending to the North West corner of
the park with views out over the ocean, towards Kapiti island.
Continues Over.....

Refuelling after dark, Photo: Lachlan
Clark
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The track is far from a conventional loop, with Photo: Lachlan Clark
multiple bridges, tunnels, and crossings adding
to the interest. Many of the points are automated with drivers simply having to select
where they wish to go.

Editors Desk

Camera’s are not allowed on the trains while
they are moving and with darkness descending
quickly some of the photos leave a bit to be desired.
Packing up, Photo: Lachlan Clark
During the Twilight run eight locomotives negotiated the track from 2.00pm with the last train
departing the station just after 8.00 pm.
Kapiti put on a thoroughly enjoyable evening,
with fantastic hospitality, and an experience
very unique to running trains during the day.

Russell Arnott takes a break from traffic.

OMES 80th 1936 - 2016 - Colin Downing, Photos: Brian Niven

80th Celebrations

Well the 80th has come and gone and has proved to be a most enjoyable time with all comments made, very positive.
Saturday was a great day with an outside temperature around 23 with plenty of activity at
all venues. The evening dinner was extremely well supported with around 60 attending and
another superb catering effort by St Barnabas. The cake was cut by a Life Member and club
stalwart Des Burrow supported by Junior member Marcello Milne. Des then said a few
words on highlights that had occurred in the 50 years he has been at OMES and had the
guests in fits. Then it was Mike Harrison down from Christchurch who described his 50
years and experiences and enjoyment he has had at OMES and the friendship shown to
him. Mel Kennedy then spoke on behalf of Life Member Ken McIntyre from Blenheim who
could not attend, and the tethered cars and resurgence of interest in this area of the club
over recent years. Next was John Nelson who spoke of the late Allan Johnston's model of
the Aranui. When it was on the pond having " radio malfunctions" and with rear cargo door
opened, the Aranui reversing water entered the rear door and the ship sunk with members
saluting as the ship went down.
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Jim Woods spoke on behalf of Alan Famil- Lunch on Sunday
ton of Christchurch and his experiences
he has had while at the club. Alan
has lived in Christchurch for 20 years and
pays us visits from time to time. Bob
Newbury also spoke of times gone by at
the O.M.E.S.
Mike Harrison and Colin Downing were
presented with 50 year badges from
President Michael Forrest and he
thanked all who attended dinner. The
remainder of the evening was spent with
members chatting about club experiences and times gone by and whatever
else. Sunday was again a running day
however it was rather cool outside and
only a small number of models were operating. A superb Bbq lunch was cooked
for 50 members by Kevin Gamble, Glen
Rusbatch, and Colin Winter and there
Boat pond crew, Saturday
was a great presentation of food offered
Night sailing - Murray Vince's 'Juno'.
by the ladies from the kitchen which was
very well appreciated by all present.
Many thanks to the ladies for their help
over the weekend and to Colin & Judy
Winter for there tireless efforts over the Graeme Chapman peruses a photo album
last week arranging extra seating, tables
etc. for the weekend .

80th Celebrations

The "Trains in Thyme" rug made and donated by Val Burrow was raffled and won
by Colin Winter and the money raised will
be used for club activities and maintenance. Also a big thank you to the club
Committee for their financial contribution to the weekend.
It is very gratifying to see the club has a
very strong nucleus of members who
stick together through highs and lows
and enjoy each others company. If you
did not attend the 80th you missed a
great weekend. On behalf of the 80th
group.
Budding engineer Marcello drives Chris Kennedy's
'Cadbury' loco
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Scale Railway Group

Scale Railway Group - Brian Niven, Photo: Lachlan Clark
Our usual format of weekly running nights
continues with around 9 to 12 members
usually present. However we haven’t had
our monthly semi-formal meetings upstairs
since February, since the group now doesn’t
have a formal leader. We do have Stewart
Robertson to represent the group on committee, so could someone act as group
leader to facilitate these meetings? Its often
surprising what people bring along, or wish
to talk about, and is the main source of information I’ve used for the group’s articles
in Conrod.
Stuart Reid and John Knight have been
working on improving the power supply
used to power the animations that Stuart
has made. Once started they run reliably,
but it seems that the start-up current from

the existing power supply was insufficient to
start all the devices. Stuart also has been
seen with micro motors sourced from China
that could have application both in model
railway and boats.
With the darker evenings upon us, the
‘video crew’ will often be found watching a
railway video later in the evening. The club
has recently been given a collection of videos, some of which will be added to the collection available for viewing in the lounge,
when I’ve sorted them out. As librarian, I’d
like to remind all members that the video
tapes and DVDs in the lounge are available
for loan – just fill in the details of your borrowing in the loan book which is found with
the collection upstairs.

Tether Cars - Murray Wright, Photos: Scott Clydesdale
80th Celebrations
Saturday started with a brilliant morning
and improved throughout the afternoon.
Although with only four of the tether car
group running cars, the track still seemed
quite busy all day. Gordon Rusbatch ran his
hot rod and Chris Kennedy the 10cc Dooling
and 3.5cc McIntyre green car. Times set
were under the 11sec mark; Gordon
10.9sec and Chris 10.94sec. Russell Clark
with his Maserati had a couple of good early
runs but unfortunately the fly wheel nut

again started giving some problems during
the afternoon section. After a bit of tuning
and having just fitted a new type venturi
and changing tyre size my Maserati times
started to slightly improve during the day.
After some training in horsing was given to
Stu Holdaway, we now have another member to stand in the centre of the car track.
Unfortunately Sunday’s running had to be
cancelled due to the weather.
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The highlight of the weekend was a very informative speech Mel Kennedy gave at the
dinner from material supplied by Ken McIntyre’s notes which covered the history of
the track and tether car members over the
past 60 years.
Around the Pits
As most members now know, three new
cars were being built in by Wayne Burns in
Australia, same chassis and body as
Hamish’s 3.5cc M class which was brought
over towards the end of last year. The new
cars have a slightly higher spec in the form

of a 3.5cc Axe Rossi Cobra motor. The cars
now have all been track tested by Wayne in
Brisbane posting times just over 180km/hr.
After the 80th weekend Stu Holdaway returned to Ashburton to find his new car had
arrived from Wayne and has since had it
running and now looking forward to coming
down to get it on the tether. The other two
cars for Colin Downing & myself have now
arrived in Auckland and after a few hiccups
with customs they should be in Dunedin before this Conrod is released.

An Otago Simplex, 40 years later in Germany - Michael Rietveld
I would like to report on progress in the
construction of a 5” gauge Simplex which
some of the older members may remember
when I started it about 40 years ago in
Dunedin. It had reached the stage of a chassis working on compressed air when, having
finished a Ph.D. in physics at Otago in 1980,
I went overseas to Germany on a postdoctoral fellowship. In 1987 I moved to northern Norway to work at an observatory
which studies the aurora and upper atmosphere using radar and high power HF radio
waves. I actually commute between Norway and Germany
where my wife and I have a
house with a basement workshop, which contains the Simplex
and Maximat lathe (see photo)
which were brought over from
NZ in 1997. But no progress was
made on the loco until 2010,
when, realising that I wasn’t getting any younger, I decided to

buy a boiler from the UK (from GB Boilers)
but it does incorporate some of my already
prepared flanged plates which helped drop
the price a little. Now slow progress was
started with regulator bits and now this
Easter I can report that the boiler is almost
attached to the frames as the accompanying
photo shows. The smokebox ring was riveted in place over Christmas and now I can
attach the rear mounting angles in a slightly
unconventional way.
Continues Over.....
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The firebox stays protruded sufficiently far
out that I thought I should use these to support the boiler rather than drill holes into
the boiler itself. So I drilled and filed holes in
the angles to suit the stays, and on a suggestion from an OMES colleague, drilled and
tapped those stays about 6-7 mm deep
(carefully) for 8 BA bolts to hold the angles
in place. These bolts should only take up
any minimal horizontal forces, the weight of
the boiler sitting on the 3 protruding stays
on each side. With this somewhat uncertain
procedure apparently successfully completed, I hope to keep up the momentum to
finally finish this loco. After all I have castings for a 5” Stirling Single waiting and a half
finished 1.5” Allchin traction engine from
my father (he didn’t make it himself) waiting in the wings. And after the Stirling there
has to be a NZR loco !
Now a few words about the steam scene in
Germany. There are some nice full size narrow gauge (900 mm) lines running in the
Harz mountains (http://www.hsb-wr.de)
near where we live in Germany (Duderstadt,
near Göttingen: halfway between Frankfurt
and Hamburg), as Jim Woods can testify.
The trains run 365 days a year over an extensive network, including northern Ger-

many’s highest mountain of 1000 m,
Brocken. If any members are in the area
drop me a line and we can help with a visit.
There are two other narrow gauge (900
mm) railways with similar locomotives operating between holiday resort towns on the
Baltic coast on a regular basis. All these lines
survived by being in the former East Germany before reunification.
As for model engineering clubs and tracks:
they exist but are rather sparse and somewhat hidden. There is a club track about an
hour’s drive from us, near Kassel. I have
been attending the ‘Echtdamp Hallentreffen’ (=‘real-steam meeting’, see
http://www.echtdampf-hallentreffen.de/
en) as often as possible to get inspiration
and stock up on bits and pieces for the
workshop and loco. This international exhibition is to be highly recommended. It is
held every January, indoors in big halls, now
in Karlsruhe, but it used to be in Sinsheim
which was convenient to two excellent
transport musea, one of which has a supersonic concorde and the Russian Tupolev144, also known as concordski. There are
plenty of technically interesting things to
see in Germany, both for the steam and non
-steam enthusiast.
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Boat Group - Henry Goosselink, Photos John Anderson
We had 13 members present at our April
meeting and started with notices.
Notices
Robin Watkins was having angina pains over
the last few weeks and was admitted to the
Hospital and had a stent installed. He is
now home again but is not allowed to drive
the car for the next two weeks.

Keith Murphy is in the process of cutting
and shaping 22 lifeboats for his model of
the liner "Hanseatic". He had shaped several lengths of timber to the shape of the
lifeboats hull and then marked, cut and
shaped each lifeboat.

Kevin Gamble is making contact with all
members asking them to go onto a roster to
help at weekend parties. It is the intention
to have four members in each team. So far
he has had a good response from members
willing to go onto the roster.

Boating Group

The midweek boating group has again managed to get some good sessions in on the
pond, with 12 boats on the pond on Saturday in support of a party booking. It was a
perfect afternoon; mild and sunny with just
a light breeze to keep the yachts moving. As
they say: Just one out of the box!
Bits on the Table
Bruce Milne had purchased a universal oiling kit fitting from England. It is to be
clamped onto the tube of the prop shaft. A
nice little unit priced at approximately £10
plus P&P.
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Murray Vince had made good progress on his
model of the "Stockholm Storm" (scale
approx 1:32). This is a double ended passenger ferry with a propeller and rudder at both
ends. It will be powered by a cantilever
mounted motor with the full length propeller
shaft being driven through a geared toothed
belt drive. He had also made the parts for
the rudders from stainless steel shafting fitting into a brass tube, with the blade to be
soldered to this tube together with two
bands. (Photos Right)
We then viewed one of Lance Wild's DVD's
featuring ship building yards in England that
launched the RMS Olympic (sister ship to the
Titanic), HMS Lowestoft and the liner RMS
Queen Mary. The second part of the DVD
featured the making and testing of wrought
iron chain. A very interesting insight into
how the chain was made up until the 1960's
and 70's, by hand, one link at a time.

Boating Group

Next Meeting
For our May meeting we are open to suggestions on what you would prefer so please
let me know your preference.
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Bevan Robertson driving his Schools class loco,
Photo: Brian Niven.

Engineering Group - Russell Clark
The last engineering group was again well attended
with eleven members present. It was noted that
the group undertook some track maintenance at
the start of the month with a good turnout of members continuing the replacement of cross ties until
parts ran out. Another Saturday morning should see
this job completed and work will continue checking
the gauge of the track, level and super elevation.

Jim with Stan’s PV Baker.
Photo: Russell Clark

Hayden with Railmotor.

The group was advised that two auditors have been Photo: Russell Clark
obtained to undertake the MEANZ audit at the end
of May or early June.

Engineering Group

The activities of the previous weekends running,
being the club’s 80th anniversary, was discussed and
it was confirmed that when petrol driven locomotives were being operated on the track that they
should be serviced away from the steaming up
bays. There were a good number of locomotives on
the track, particularly on the Saturday, with a number of out of town visitors also present. The efforts
of Colin Downing, Colin Winter and others in organising the event was much appreciated by all those
who attended the weekends various activities.
Some of Engineering Group
Photo: Dianne Clark

James Tamis on a video run of the track with
Des Burrow, Photo: Brian Niven.
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Colin Downing provided members with an update on Charlie with Virginia at the club 75th
Charlie Crossan and were saddened to hear that Char- Photo: Lachlan Clark
lie was no longer able to actively pursue his modelling
activities. Charlie has very generously donated his
Steam Car to the club and the intention is to permanently place the model in a display case in the members lounge. Charlie’s contribution to the club has
been a positive and significant one and he has always
produced models to an exceptionally high standard. A
true experimental model engineer. We wish him all
the best.
The activities of members in their workshops has been
a bit of a mixed bag in recent months and so to try
and encourage some activity a group project has been
mooted. The proposed project is a small die filing maDes Burrow & Colin Winter chatting.
chine and members will be asked to register their in- Photo: Brian Niven
terest at the next monthly meeting.
The only bits on the table this month were Geoff
French’s efforts at swagging copper pipe down to a
suitable size for the steam pipes on his current construction project, Jim Woods work project – a mouse
operating table, a fine example of the work undertaken in our university workshops and Russell Clark’s Mouse operating table.
Photo: Russell Clark
various chassis parts for a 3 ½” coal wagon.

Engineering Group

Steaming bays at the 80th
Photo: Russell Clark

Chris at the 80th
Photo: Russell Clark

Jim Woods & Ken DaRin, Photo: Brian Niven
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Notice Board
Action Notice - July General Meeting
At this stage there are plans to have an auction at the July General Meeting of some bits
from Charlie Crossan. These include many miscellaneous workshop tools and materials.
More details next month.
For Sale
-Two No PAW 15 MK 1 Diesel Aero Engines .
-1 No OS 15 FP-S Aero engine I would like to GIVE to a good home.
-Like new .
-Contact Kevin Gamble
-Phone 455 4547

AUCTION NOTICE – MAY GENERAL MEETING
The following tools have been given to the club to sell on behalf of Neil Douglas, son of Russell Douglas a previous member of OMES.
It is proposed to hold the Auction at the end of the May General Meeting
1.

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Box containing = 2 Button Die holders 13/16” and 1” O.D.
4 Tapping Dwangs and T wrenches
Assorted taps and dies Whit and BSP
Box = ME Tap sets. 1/8” x 40 TPI
Gary and Colin at a previous auction.
5/32” x 40 TPI
Photo: Lachlan Clark
3/16” x 40 TPI
7/32” x 40 TPI
1/4” x 40 TPI
3/8” x 40 TPI
5/16” x 32 TPI
3/8” x 32 TPI
7/16” x 32 TPI
1/2” x 32 TPI
Button Dies ME
3/16”, 7/32”, 5/16”.
ME x32 TPI 5/16”, 3/8”.
It is proposed to offer these as individual sets.
1x Armstrong Adjustable Boring Tool (suitable for ML7 size lathe)
1x Tap and Die Set 0 - 10 BA
1x Surfform Power Tool Accessory (rebating tool)
1 x Warragal Stock and Die Set BSP 1/4”, 3/8”, 1/2”, 1”.
1x Little Gaint Stock and Die Set BSP 1/4”, 3/8”, ,1/2”, 3/4”.
1x Glenfield Tap and Die Set SAE 1/4”, 5/16”, 3/8”, 7/16”, 1/2”.
1x Glenfield Tap and Die Set WHIT 1/4”, 5/16”, 3/8”, 7/16”, 1/2”.
1 x P & N Tap and Die Set BSF 1/4”, 5/16”, 3/8”, 7/16”, 1/2”.
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Health and Safety
Report
Always remember the hand brake.
Source: Priyanka

«First Name» «Last Name»
«Address»
«Suburb»
«City»
«Post Code»

Sender:
Otago Model Engineering Society
1 John Wilson Drive
P.O. BOX 2163
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